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Features Overview

By utilizing ISOBUS technology, the user can operate the UHarvest® Pro system on their virtual 
terminal display in the tractor, eliminating the need for batteries and extra monitors in the  
cab. Simply plug into the ISOBUS plug and you’re ready to go! With a free subscription  
to Slingshot® reporting, you have a complete data management solution that seamlessly  
integrates with most crop insurance requirements. Need to send your data to the cloud?  
Simply connect your mobile device with cellular data to the Bluetooth signal and open the  
free app to make it happen!

UHarvest PRO System Base Features

• Complete Touch-Screen Operation
 Enjoy easy-to-use operation from your tractor’s ISOBUS virtual terminal screen.

•  Harvest Data Structure
 Log your harvest by grower, farm and field for detailed reporting.

•  Accu-Save Data Recording
 System automatically records data for up to 10,000 loads with PTO sensor.

•  Truck, Destination and Variety Identification
 Easily log bushels by truck, destination and crop variety, including the ability to add custom varieties.

•  Hitch Weight Management
 Monitor load distribution while the combine loads the grain cart for greater control.

•  Combine Yield Monitor Verification
 Easily use the grain cart to assist in calibrating the combine yield monitor with one touch and save
 a record of combine calibrations.

•  UHarvest Pro Cloud Solution Powered by Slingshot®

 Slingshot is a secure, web-based data management system that enables you to log in, save and 
 share your harvest data from anywhere.

•  Data Transfer
 Easily transfer harvest data to Slingshot using the free UHarvest Pro app for both Android and iOS
 using the supplied Bluetooth connection from the GCM.

UHarvest PRO System optional Features

•  Accu-Load Technology
 UHarvest Pro enables automatic grain cart unloading and shutoff at desired off-load weight.

•  Moisture Sense Technology
 The system records and converts grain weight to dry bushels for precise harvest record keeping.

Your Complete ISOBUS Scale and Harvest Data Solution



how it works

The UHarvest Pro system conveniently connects the grain cart scale load cells into your tractor’s 
ISOBUS plug using a reliable ISOBUS cable. Enter your data on your Virtual Terminal display or 
upload from mobile device for the crop and field you want to collect, and you’re ready to harvest.

The UHarvest Pro system automatically records each load with user-specified information  
such as grower, farm, field, crop, truck, destination and variety so you can focus on unloading. 
The harvest data can then be quickly uploaded to a Raven Slingshot® account for analysis or 
sharing with your crop advisor or insurance adjuster using the free mobile app.

Your Complete ISOBUS Scale and Harvest Data Solution



GCM-grain cart module isobus cabling virtual terminal

You’ve put in countless hours of hard work throughout the year to produce the 
best crop possible. Don’t settle for a grain cart scale system that leaves you 
wanting more when it comes to operation and reporting. Look to the UHarvest 
Pro data management system to streamline your operation and get the harvest 
data reporting your hard work deserves!

Your Complete ISOBUS Scale and Harvest Data Solution



Harvest data structure

Track each load using the grower, farm and field

structure as well as truck, destination and crop

variety for complete harvest data reporting.

Data Management Features

ACCU-SAVE data recording

Automatically record loads using the proximity

sensor mounted on PTO driveshaft of the grain 

cart for the most accurate and complete harvest

record keeping possible.

hitch-weight management

Maintain optimum tractor and cart control by  

keeping the grain load evenly distributed. This  

feature not only monitors grain and total cart  

weight, but it also shows real-time hitch weight

and a color gauge to avoid overloading the hitch.

combine yield monitor verification

Use the Scale Report screen to easily calibrate  

the combine yield monitor with one touch. This  

calibration event is saved in the UHarvest Pro  

system once the verification process is completed.



Data Management Features

ACCU-load Technology

The optional Accu-Load technology provides quick and easy loading

of trucks by closing the grain cart’s flow gate when the desired

weight is unloaded. After you’ve installed the HCV (hydraulic

control valve) on the cart, you need only push the “Auto” button for

precise weight unloading. Each truck weight is matched to the truck

name for easier operation. The operator can then focus on topping

off each truck and proper grain placement.

moisture sense technology

Want to easily send a report to your crop insurance agent that  

includes the actual dry bushel count? Consider it done with the  

optional Moisture Sense system. It measures grain moisture as it 

leaves the cart and averages the content of each load, then converts 

all grain unloaded to standard dry bushels for the ultimate in harvest 

record keeping.



Your Complete Harvest Data Reporting Solution

It’s all about the data — data you can take to the bank after harvest! The good news is the  

Unverferth UHarvest Pro system can be paired with your mobile device using an app that 

allows you to view scale information on the go; create, edit and upload field information to 

the grain cart module and send your harvest information to the Raven Slingshot data manager.

Mobile Device App Features

View real-time grain cart information on mobile device.



Your Complete Harvest Data Reporting Solution

Harvest is over and you have loads of valuable data that you’ve collected. Now what? With the UHarvest  

Pro system, you can quickly and easily send your data to the secure Slingshot data management cloud system,  

which allows you to easily create reports for crop insurance providers. Send your data to the cloud daily,  

or bring it all at one time when harvest is over. It’s easy to do and completely up to you!

• Download the free UHarvest Pro app available  

 on Android and iOS mobile devices with a cellular    

 data plan.

• Connect your mobile device to the Bluetooth signal    

 provided by the GCM mounted on the grain cart.

• Connect to your account on the mobile app using    

 your Slingshot access key.

• Once connected, select the files you would like to    

 upload and send.



Your Complete Harvest Data Reporting Solution

Slingshot Cloud Reporting

Slingshot is a secure, first-of-its-kind, web-based system that lets you send, store and share 
your harvest data. Using the free UHarvest Pro app, you can easily send files from the field on 
a mobile device with cellular connection to your Slingshot account.

• Log in securely and enjoy complete control of your harvest data.

• View and manage account from any computer with an internet connection.

• Create harvest reports in a few clicks, including merged reports from multiple fields for enhanced 

 reporting to landlords, crop insurance adjusters and other business partners.

• Included with pre-loaded crop types and the ability to add up to 5 custom crops.

• Optional moisture sensor gives you an adjusted dry bushel count for greater accuracy of grain 

 inventory once crop is dried. 

• Easily send an Acrobat report file to your crop insurance agent or any trusted business partner.

• Easily export to Excel for additional reporting options.



Your Complete Harvest Data Reporting Solution

Visit ravenslingshot.com to get your free account.
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system specifics

UHarvest Pro is available for any scale-equipped grain cart.
The UHarvest Pro system features a plug-and-play industrial-grade GCM (grain cart module) with built-in 
Bluetooth signal. The GCM conveniently mounts to the grain cart and easily connects to the scale cables 
and the tractor’s ISOBUS system.

UHarvest Pro operates on ISOBUS tractor terminals produced in the last decade. 
See your local tractor OEM dealer for questions on ISOBUS virtual terminal functionality with  
UHarvest Pro software.

•  Tractor ISOBUS connection
 The UHarvest Pro system connects directly to the tractor’s ISOBUS system for a fast, reliable connection. 
 The terminal’s setup screen displays a “grain cart” icon. The main setup screen then prompts the user to 
 enter information about the grain cart, and the UHarvest Pro system is then configured and ready to go to work!

See your nearest UHarvest Pro system dealer today 

for complete DETAILS or visit uharvest.neT.
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